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Two beams in different states of polarisation are said to be incoherent when 
they cannot be made to interfere even after being resolved into the same state 
of vibration by the use of an analyser. Thus, if unpolarised light be incident 
on a transparent wedge of quartz the fact that the two oppositely polarised 
beams into which it is split are incoherent is experimentally demonstrated 
by the complete absence of interference effects using an analyser alone. 
Similarly we can speak of two polarised beams as being compIetely coherent 
only when, by the use of a suitable analyser, interference effects of maximum 
clarity can be produced-the interference minimum having zero intensity. 

As was remarked in Part I (Pancharatnam, 1956) if en extended source 
of light be viewed through a plate of an absorbing biaxial crystal cut normal 
to an optic axis, faint interference rings can be seen by the use of an analyser 
alone behind the crystal plate-ven with the incident light unpolarised. 
It follows that when a pencil of unpolarised light falls on such a medium, the 
two non-orthogonally polarised pencils into which it is split must be regarded 
as partially coherent-since they satisfy neither the test for incoherence 
nor that for coherence, given in the previous paragraph. Hence, a discus- 
sion of the interference phenomena presented with an analyser alone involves 
really the analysis of the interference of two partially coherent beams which 
are resolved to the same state of elliptic vibration by the use of an analyser 
( 5  4). Even when both polariser and analyser are absent, rudimentary traces 
of an interference pattern may be seen. This requires the analysis of the 
following problems: the direct interference of two partially coherent beams 
in different states of polarisation (5  6) ; the composition of two such partially 
coherent beams to form a partially polarised beam--at the second face of the 
crystal (4 6); and the converse process--occurring at the first face of the 
plate-of decomposing unpolarised light (or, more generally, incompletely 
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